Honda aquatrax r12x

The Honda AquaTrax RX reveals the style and feel of a motorcycle company and offers the
quality of manufacturing of an automotive giant. More power, more speed, more action in turns,
more adrenaline. The AquaTrax RX is powered by a cc liquid-cooled dry-sump inline
four-cylinder with intercooled turbocharger. The turbine bearing is an enclosed, ceramic-ball
design that withstands sustained high-rpm compressor operation while providing nearly
vibration and friction-free performance. Water-cooling of the turbocharger housing maintains
optimum turbine operating efficiency, while the water-cooled intercooler assures a denser
intake charge to provide maximum power and combustion efficiency. The RX has a smaller hull
then the other ski jets made by Honda. The especially design hull, the sharp chine and the
sponsons along hull allows the boat to transition quickly into turns. Another innovation
implemented by Honda in to the RX is the adjustable quick-trim system that can redirect the
angle of the jet nozzle helping the driver to take sharp turns. The Honda RX has amazing agility,
is very fast and stable, quiet and efficient, easy to maintain. The design of the hull makes the RX
to cut the water like a scalpel and the adjustable quick-trim system makes this ski jet very stable
and responsive in sharp turns. The stability and control of the RX is influence by the small hull
and the emplacement of the engine. Fueled whit the best gas it can reach a top speed of 75
mph. One of the most intense, precise-handling watercraft, the Honda AquaTrax RX takes the
spirit of the championship winning Honda sport bike to the water. Not for the faint hearted the
RX provides all the adrenaline rush you need! Engine Type: cc liquid-cooled dry-sump inline
four-cylinder with intercooled turbocharger Bore and Stroke: 79mm x 63mm Compression
Ratio: 8. Overall Length: Overall Width: Seat Length: Dry Weight: lbs Fuel Capacity: AquaTrax
RX. Alex Julian. Read More. What do you think? Car Finder:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. This ski has hours. Last time on the water was September of Ran perfect. I'm
selling because I need garage space. Need gone ASAP. I have the title in hand. Located in paris
tn. Second owner, adult owned, had it since it was 50 hours. Its never seen salt water since 50
hours. It is on a floating dock on my fresh water lake. Cosmetically does have normal use and
scratches, but mechanically it runs like new. Ski needs nothing ready to go. Selling only
because i dont ride as much anymore. Has a couple goodies professionaly installed by Ramon
with H2o Xtreme in Margate. Cosmetically it is in great shape, unfortunately the lower end of the
motor is bad it will need to be replaced. Trailer included. AS - IS. Check out this Honda Aquatrax
F12 jet ski! Make some waves with this speedy and fun unit! Cool blue and white finish, dual
mirrors, electronic speedometer and fuel gauges, durable marine leather seating, and so much
more! Stock SL. Cool blue and white finish, dual mirrors, electronic speedometer and fuel
gauges, durable marine leather seating, and more! Ski has newly covered seat, reverse, and
trim. Upgraded with stainless steel impeller and wear ring. Will hit speeds of 60 mph plus. Fast
and fun ski. Looking to sell in order to get something different. Motor and electronics work as
they should. Has a few blemishes from the age. Only thing wrong is the center console lid is
missing. One of the best, most dependable and reliable jet s. Adult ridden and well maintained.
Has your basic dock rash and seats are starting to wear. The aquatrax line are getting hard to
find and are super reliable. We are located by the Osage river so test rides are possible for
approved buyers. This is a turbo machine s. New Hydro floor mats, handle bars, cosmetic
rubber and much more Honda factory covers included. New tires on trailer. Just winterized
always garaged. Open to trades. Perfect running condition. No problems at all. Well maintained.
Clean title in hand. Brand new registration good for 3 years. Comes with nice trailer. Right at
hours. Needs nothing. City: Quincy, IL. Posted: Today. City: Clarksville, TN. City: Western
Kentucky, KY. City: Kirksville, MO. Posted: 1 day ago. City: Miami, FL. City: Carbondale, IL.
Posted: 2 days ago. Posted: 1 week ago. City: Sierra Vista, AZ. Posted: 3 weeks ago. City: Show
Low, AZ. City: Phoenix, AZ. City: Tucson, AZ. Posted: 1 month ago. City: Greensboro, NC. City:
Killeen, TX. City: Savannah, GA. City: Orange County, CA. Posted: 2 months ago. City:
Ashtabula, OH. City: Ventura, CA. Posted: 3 months ago. City: Santa Maria, CA. This ski has
hours. Last time on the water was September of Ran perfect. I'm selling because I need garage
space. Need gone ASAP. I have the title in hand. Located in paris tn. Second owner, adult
owned, had it since it was 50 hours. Its never seen salt water since 50 hours. It is on a floating
dock on my fresh water lake. Cosmetically does have normal use and scratches, but
mechanically it runs like new. Ski needs nothing ready to go. Selling only because i dont ride as
much anymore. Has a couple goodies professionaly installed by Ramon with H2o Xtreme in
Margate. Nice high end jet skis with low usage in good shape. The Kawasaki has hrs and the
Honda has hrs on the engine. The Kawasaki has two keys, one for normal operation and one for
training which reduces the amount o. Two Honda Aquatrax turbo jet skis, two place trailer, and
two place aluminum lift for sale. They are both serviced, winterized, and ready to hit the water
next spring. Call, email or text. Keywords: honda , pwc, wave runner, boat, aquatrax , yamaha,
kawasaki, boat, polaris,sea doo spark. For sale is a Honda jet ski. It is the Aquatrax turbo F- 12X.

Ski was running great all spring and summer. For some reason it does not have spark. I have
title to ski and trailer. Contact me at. Best to call or text. Pair of Honda Aquatrax R- 12x Turbo jet
skis. Red and blue in good condition. Garage kept with approximately 57 hours each. Serious
inquiries only ,no scams. Call or text two89four7threethree. No emails. It has a fresh oil change
which was done at hours. Runs great. Just rode it today and everything was good. Also comes
with a triton aluminum trailer with good tires. Selling my pair of Honda Aquatrax F- 12X jet skis.
They come with the shorelander trailer shown in the pictures They both have fairly low hours at
on the red one and or so on the blue one. Around 24 hours a season. Very clean skis. Garage
kept in Bullhead City AZ. Original owner bought from Bert's Mega Mall. Jet ski and ez loader
trailer licensed until and ready to go obo. Original owner with title on hand. Well maintained and
excellent running jet ski ready for the water. Pick up only. Starts right up runs great. Everything
works as it should. Last time it was registered was back in , got it running a few months ago and
used it on the river and it threw code 25 while out riding. It will need either a reprogrammed or
new ecu. Still runs great, has a new one way valve with a brand new battery also. Comes with a
single ski trailer that also has a clean title! Will entertain trade for a. Fast and sm. Serious
inquiries only. Oil changes and winterizations done professionally every year. The only thing I
have ever had to do to this Jetski is replace the battery and spark plugs. Started up perfectly
this year on the first push of the button. I have a video of the Jetski running fo. Freshwater only
ski with only original hours. Has the reliable Honda 4 stroke, 4 cylinder, cc turbo charged motor
that runs excellent. Just serviced with fresh oil, filter and bearing lubrication. Registration is
current and clear title is in hand. It includes life jackets and anchor. Ready to hit the river o.
City: Clarksville, TN. Posted: Today. City: Western Kentucky, KY. City: Miami, FL. Posted: 1 day
ago. City: Northern Wisconsin, WI. Posted: 3 months ago. City: Sioux Falls, SD. City: San
Antonio, TX. Posted: 4 months ago. City: Columbia, SC. Posted: 5 months ago. City: Kansas
City, MO. Posted: 6 months ago. City: Worcester, MA. Posted: 7 months ago. City: Potsdam, NY.
City: Westernmass, MA. City: Inland Empire, CA. Price: Contact Us. City: Seattle, WA. Posted: 8
months ago. City: Long Island, NY. City: Ocala, FL. City: Flint, MI. Posted: 9 months ago. City:
Milwaukee, WI. Posted: 10 months ago. City: Ventura, CA. City: Santa Barbara, CA. Featuring
motorcycle styling, the Honda AquaTrax FX personal watercraft is based on a four-stroke
turbocharged powerplant. The horsepower, turbocharged intercooled engine features electronic
fuel injection and water-jacketed exhaust. Back Explore View All. Back Types View All.
Unpowered Boats Kayaks Dinghies. Personal Watercraft Personal Watercraft. Back Research.
Reviews Boats Engines and Parts. How-to Maintenance Buying and Selling Seamanship. Back
Services. Boats PWCs. Boats for Sale View All. Or select country. Search Advanced Search.
Personal Watercraft for Sale View All. Complete instrumentation is standard. Liked it? Share it!
Facebook Twitter. Matt Trulio is the co-publisher and editor in chief of speedonthewater. The
former editor-in-chief of Sportboat magazine and editor at large of Powerboat magazine, Trulio
has covered the go-fast powerboat world since Since joining boats. Boat Reviews. Boating
Guides. Boat Buyer's Guide. Boat Seller's Guide. Spring Commissioning for Your Boat. Popular
Articles Related Articles 1. Five Affordable Trawlers Under 40 Feet. What Hull Shape is Best?
Best Boat Brands. What Type is Right for You? Top 10 Choices for Boaters. Make Honda. Model
Aquatrax FX. And this three-passenger machine is filled with technology that's pure genius:
including a refined hand-laid hull design, an off-throttle steering system, a selectable speed
limiter and an electronic keyless ignition system. Model No. Run like new and look like new. PTI
plate on trailer and tags and mussle stickers on ski's. These ski's need nothing ready to go.
Excellent Conditions No Problems It also has reverse Garage kept, very low hours, very clean
and extremely fast. Just tuned up. All seating in perfect shape. Also very fast with trim
adjustment. Starts and runs perfect. New lockable storage chest mounted on trailer for
accessories and gear. New submersible LED lights on trailer. I am second owner. Clear title in
hand. Will not separate any of this package for individual sale and buyer needs to pickup in
Tampa. Extras include kneeboard, 4 vests, ski rope, safety equipment and anchors. Hold This is
a 3 seater and is in perfect condition. New trailer is included. Red and White and Black. Storage
compartment on front. Only been used one summer with less than 40 hours or riding time.
There is nothing wrong with this unit, no dings, or dents or scratches. Any questions just ask.
The Honda Rx is awesome. If you are looking for a wave runner just to speed around on and
have fun, this is the one you are looking for. It has amazing agility. Turning is off the hook.
Compression Ration 8. Looks new and runs new. Fresh water use only. Tow cover and vests.
This ski needs nothing it is ready for use. Jet Ski Honda aquatrax Rx turbocharged 4-stroke.
Less than 60 hrs, perfect condition, it also has reverse. Never left in water overnight. Engines
CC, look new and run like new. Routine maintenance done on schedule. Tows like a ski boat.
Kept under canopy cover and custom cover added in winter. Overall really excellent condition
including the trailer. Package, both Skis plus Trailer only. Honda gas tank safety recall done

with documentation. Make Sea-Doo. Includes Triton aluminum single axle, dual jet ski trailer in
good condition with dual 6-Gal fuel jug rack. May consider breaking up package pending offer.
Make Sea Doo. Excellent condition, seats 2, well maintained, ski cover, stored under cover, runs
great very quick. Excellent condition, seats 3, well maintained, new seat cover, ski cover, stored
under cover, runs great. Bellaire, MI. Elbridge, NY. Dewey Beach, DE. Lake Havasu City, AZ.
Chicago, IL. Carrabelle, FL. Fort Myers, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Boats for
Sale Honda Aquatrax R Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2
Next. Category Beta Personal Water Craft 6. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Page 2 PWC. Page 3
You may also want to visit our website at thoroughly so you understand the coverages And
operating this PWC safely is an important responsibility. To help you make informed decisions
about safety, we have provided operating procedures and other information on labels and in
this manual. This information alerts you to potential hazards that could hurt you or others. The
first page of The importance of wearing a personal each section lists the topics covered in that
flotation device PFD and other protective section. Honda recommends that it be The most
common type of PWC accident is operated by someone at least 16 years old. In addition, Never
ride beyond your not have boating instruction. To help avoid problems, inspect your PWC
before every ride and perform all recommended maintenance. Never exceed load limits Page
Safety Labels Safety labels on your PWC either warn you of potential hazards that could cause
serious injury or they provide important safety information. If a label comes off or becomes hard
to read, contact your Honda PWC dealer for a replacement. See Owner's Manual for loading
information. See Owner's Manual. Page 18 PWC Safety Refer to the display 4 engine cooling
water temperature frequently. Page 28 After the check is complete, you will see the normal
displays. If any part of these displays does not come on 1 multi-function display when it should,
have your Honda PWC dealer 2 tachometer check for problems. Page 29 Multi-function Display
tachometer Shows engine speed in revolutions per minute rpm. Page 30 Multi-function Display
engine cooling water temperature Flashes when the engine cooling water temperature indicator
is high enough to cause engine damage. If the indicator flashes, immediately take the shortest
route to land, then see page instructions and precautions. This indicator is usually off.
Occasionally, depending on the abnormality, engine revs may be limited to less than 3, rpm. In
extreme cases, the engine will stop. If the indicator flashes, immediately take the shortest route
to land. Also used to switch the display to the set up condition of the ID number page Also used
to activate the ID lock system. When segment F goes on, the fuel tank capacity is: To select the
limit mode, press The SET button is used to set the digital and hold the button for at least 5
seconds with clock page To enter the number, push the button page ID No. Button The ID No.
The engine cooling water temperature indicator 1 and the WARNING lamp 2 flash and the
warning beeper sounds when the engine cooling water is over the specified temperature. If the
indicator still flashes after charging, see your Honda PWC dealer. The fuel tank capacity is: To
adjust the time, proceed as follows: 1. If necessary, enter the ID number after this operation
page Page 41 Multi-function Display 4. To set the hour, push the MODE button 2 until the
desired hour appears. Push the SET button. The minute display will start flashing. Push the ID
No. Repeat steps 3 and 4 two more times to select all three digits. The key mark 4 will start
flashing. The key mark will go on and the first digit of the ID number will start flashing and the
beeper sounds once. Page 45 After three failures to enter the correct number, the display will
turn off. In order to try again, remove and insert the lock clip. Press and hold the ID No. The
display will switch to the change mode with the ID No. Turning the PWC also requires applying
some throttle. Throttle Lever The throttle lever 1 is used to control engine rpm speed. To go
faster, pull the lever 1 throttle lever toward you. To unlock the trim lever, pull the trim lock lever.
Squeeze the trigger 2 and pull the reverse lever toward you to lower the reverse bucket 3 over
the jet pump steering nozzle. This reverses the direction of the water thrust. A grate 2 helps
check that water is circulating properly in the to screen out debris. Turing the handlebar 2 turns
the nozzle. The bow eyelet can also be used if your PWC requires towing on water. The grab rail
should not be used for towing, lifting the PWC, or for attaching tie downs. You should decide for
yourself whether or not Helmets A helmet can offer some head protection in a to wear a helmet
when riding your PWC. We urge all riders to take a certified course Operator Training approved
by the U. Coast Guard or U. Power Squadron, or by your state. For Developing your riding skills
is an on-going boating safety course information in your process. A pre-ride inspection is a
Check the following items before starting the must, not only for safety, but because having
engine: a problem on the water can be a major inconvenience. Look for water, oil or fuel in
Check that there is no Steering Bilge the engine compartment. Look for signs of leaking fuel
Throttle Check the freeplay and adjust Leaks or oil in the engine Check that the lanyard is in
Bilge Drain Check that the plugs are Safety good condition and the lock secure. Plugs Lanyard

clip is securely attached. Replace if necessary. Check that nothing is Jet Pump obstructing the
intake grate of Water Intake Insert the lock clip in the Check these items which require starting
and Check the level and add oil if Engine Oil flushing the engine on shore see Flushing needed
page Procedure, page Page 68 If you are carrying a passenger or cargo, also Remember, be
sure to take care of any check the following: problem you find, or have your Honda PWC dealer
correct it before you ride. Load Limits Make sure you do not exceed Non-Honda accessories,
improper passenger, all cargo. To open, lower the tab 2 and pull the glove box lid 3. To close the
glove box, push the glove box lid. Page Front Storage Compartment Cargo Compartments Front
Storage Compartment The front storage compartment may be used Storing fuel in the front
storage to store safety equipment such as towing compartment can cause a fire or rope, signal
flares, or other small articles. To close the storage compartment, lower the hood. Check that the
latch is secure. Cargo in the front storage compartment should not exceed: 6. To obtain a
suitable fire extinguisher, consult your Honda PWC dealer, a marine supply store or 1 fire
extinguisher compartment a fire extinguisher manufacturer in your area. The engine Pulling the
trim lever lowers the jet pump is connected to a driveshaft that rotates an steering nozzle. As a
result, the bow is impeller, located within the jet pump housing lowered and your ride is made
more stable. Because of this, you need to know and basic rules. We highly recommend that you
obey the rules of the waterway. In the illustration, you are the larger PWC in the center. Page 80
Navigation Rules Meeting: If you are approaching another Crossing: If you and another vessel
are vessel head-on and are close enough to risk crossing paths close enough to risk collision,
collision, neither of you has the right of way. Make sure your passenger is on board and no one
is behind the PWC. Attach the safety lanyard 1 to your left wrist. Be sure the lanyard is not
caught or tangled on anything. Punch in your ID number to cancel the ID lock system page 37 ,
if necessary. Immediately after the engine starts, release Flooded Engine the engine start
button. The jet pump will be producing thrust and the PWC will If the engine fails to start after
repeated move slowly. Once the engine stops, you will have no directional control. Once you
and your 1. Complete the pre-ride inspection page passenger are on board, check that your path
Place one foot on the footboard nearest the dock. Hold the handlebar. Transfer your weight to
balance the PWC as you place your other foot on the footboard. Board from the rear. Make sure
the engine is off and your PWC is in at least 3 feet 90 cm of water. Grasp the grab rail and
reboarding groove, Boarding in Deep Water and pull yourself up until you can place one knee
on the rear deck. Practice in shallow water before attempting to 3. Bring your other knee onto
the rear deck. Move forward, being careful to balance 6. Place your feet on the footboards. Sit
on the seat. When possible, grasp the handlebar for support. For more information on riding
with a 2. The operator should get in position on the passenger, see page seat, but not start the
engine. The operator should slide forward to give 6. Once the passenger is seated, the operator
the passenger more space. The passenger should grasp the grab rail onto the waist of the
operator and have and reboarding groove, and climb on in the placed both feet on the
footboards. Pay attention to the swimmers, or other obstacles in the water. Remember, steering
with the We recommend use of the limit mode until handlebar will not turn the PWC unless you
the PWC operator is familiar with operating are applying some throttle. Jet thrust is necessary
want to go. Page 97 Turning Your PWC requires thrust to turn, so you must pull on the throttle
lever while you turn the handlebar. The more you pull on the throttle lever, the more thrust your
PWC will have and the sharper your turns will be. If you pull the trim lever, the bow will lower
and your PWC will turn more easily. OTS will provide some turning thrust but you can turn
sharper if you apply the throttle. Shifting to reverse at higher forward speeds may cause abrupt
deceleration. You and your passenger could be thrown forward or off of the personal watercraft
and be seriously injured. Page Reverse Operation 1. Squeeze the trigger and pull the reverse
lever toward you. This drops the reverse bucket over the jet pump steering nozzle, diverting the
thrust forward to push the PWC backward page Turn the handlebar opposite the direction you
want. Please keep this in mind whenever you are planning to stop. The drag of the water will
slow it to a stop after the throttle is closed. Running at full speed, your PWC may require up to
yards m to stop after the throttle is released. Whenever you add a passenger or of your
passenger. Be sure they are wearing cargo, you must be careful not to exceed the PFDs and
other protective apparel page 52 , Operating the engine out of water at high rpm or for longer
than 15 seconds at a time 1. Remove your PWC from the water. Page For displacement
corrosion-proof lubricant prolonged storage, refer to Storing Your without Teflon or
molybdenum additives, Honda on page If your PWC submerges or is involved in a crash, be
sure your Honda PWC dealer inspects all major parts, even if you are able to make some
repairs. Servicing Your Honda Page Maintenance Safety Some of the most important safety
precautions follow. However, we cannot warn you of every conceivable hazard that can arise in
performing maintenance. Only you can decide whether or not you should perform a given task.

Page Important Safety Precautions To ensure the best cool before touching. Do not run the and
replacement. If you have the tools and engine unless instructed to do so. Page Maintenance
Schedule We control. Page Honda parts PWC dealer. Consult your Honda PWC dealer for
recommendations applicable to your individual needs and use. Refer to the official Honda
Service Manual page Page Maintenance Record Date Performed By: Notes ours or Months 00 or
6 or 2 or 8 or 24 or 30 or 36 or 42 or 48 or 54 or 60 Servicing Your Honda Page Component
Locations flushing connector reverse bucket bilge drain plugs Servicing Your Honda Page Rear
Cover Removal 2. Turn the knobs 1 to OPEN position and remove the rear cover 2. Make sure
the rear cover is installed securely. Page Rear Tray Removal 2. Push the knob until it locks.
Make sure the rear tray securely latched. Page Owner's Manual Storage and other documents in
the plastic storage bag 1 in the glove box 2 page Be careful not to flood this area when washing
your PWC. The seat must be removed for engine maintenance. Removal 1. Release the seat
latch 1. Pull the seat 2 back and up. Page Seat Removal Place the removed seat as shown in
following Installation illustration. Position the seat prong 3 and press on the seat until the latch
closes. Make sure to tighten the latch securely. Page Fuel Your engine is designed to use
premium gasoline that has a pump octane number of 91 or higher. Gasoline pumps at service
stations normally display the pump octane number. Pull the front hood latch and lift the front
hood 1. Page You can be burned or seriously injured when handling fuel. The oil in the oil tank
moves toward the engine body crankcase. Oil level with the engine stopped right after warming
up. Page Changing oil helps get rid of dirt and deposits in the engine. Operating the engine with
old or dirty oil can damage your engine. Running the engine with insufficient oil can cause
serious damage to the engine. Suggested oils are equal in performance to SJ oils that are not
labeled as energy conserving on the circular API service label. Page Oil conforming to the
standard has the following classification on the oil container. Page page Make idle for an
additional 5 minutes a total of sure the cap is tightened securely. Install the rear tray, rear cover
and seat. Page 4. Stop the engine and wait a few minutes. Stop the engine and get off your
PWC. Remove the seat page This procedure continues with Step 6 on page Page Do not overfill.
Wipe up any spilled oil immediately. Check for oil leaks. Install the seat. Use a new genuine
Honda oil filter or a filter of equal quality specified for your model. Using a
commercially-available fluid evacuator, drain the oil from the oil filler cap hole 3 and the oil
drain pipe 4. Pour the drained oil into a suitable container and dispose of it in an approved
manner page Using an oil filter wrench attachment 4. Page Check that there are no oil leaks.
Page Air Filter Service the air filter more frequently if you repairs, low engine power, poor gas
mileage, ride in salt water or at full throttle. Your and spark plug fouling. Page 5. Discard the air
filter. Install a new air filter. Install the removed parts in reverse order of removal. Make sure the
air box cover completely latched. Page 6. Also lubricate as per the maintenance schedule page
Consult your Honda PWC dealer for more information about lubrication procedures. Page 2.
Disconnect the maintenance joint 1. Page 8. Perform the same lubrication procedure for joint
hole B 3. Spray the lubricant to the maintenance joint threads and the O-ring. Reconnect the
maintenance joint and make sure it tightened securely. Page Lubrication Lubricate the trim lever
link and trim handle cable as shown in the following illustration. Page Lubrication Lubricate the
steering cable, cable ball joint, shift cable ball joint, trim cable ball joint and shift guide roller as
shown in the following illustrations. Page Lubrication Lubricate the steering pivot shaft as
shown in the following illustrations. Page Lubricate the steering nozzle and reverse ARXT2
only: Lubricate and rustproof bucket pivots as shown in the following the turbocharger
especially the wastegate illustration. Freeplay: Refer to Safety Precautions on page Turn the
adjuster 3. After adjustment, check for smooth operation of the throttle lever from fully ON to
fully OFF in all steering positions. Reinstall the sleeve. Check for smooth operation of the
throttle lever from fully ON to fully OFF in all steering positions. If there is a problem, see your
Honda PWC dealer. Page Engine Idle Speed The engine must be at normal operating
temperature and your PWC must be in the water for accurate idle speed adjustment. If the idle
speed differs from the following value, see your Honda PWC dealer. Page Refer to Safety
Precautions on page Disconnect the ignition connectors 1 and remove the bolts 2. Page 3.
Remove the ignition coils 3 from the 4. Using the spark plug wrench 4 provided spark plugs. If
the gauge fits in the gap, connect the ignition connectors. With the plug washers attached,
thread the spark plugs in by hand to prevent cross- threading. Page Engine Cooling System You
may also use the flushing procedure to provide engine cooling when you are running the engine
out of the water for maintenance purposes. The flushing connector is located in the jet nozzle
cavity page at the rear of your PWC. Page Check that the stern is lower than the bow. Pull the
reverse lever to lower the reverse bucket page Let the engine idle for about 10 minutes into the
engine where it could cause severe while continuing the water flow. Stop the engine.
Disconnect the garden hose from the flushing connector. Push the reverse lever to pull up the

reverse bucket. Page Bilge Drain System 1. Remove the seat page , rear cover page , and the
rear tray page to access the engine compartment. If the bilge strainer or other parts of the bilge
drain system are clogged or damaged, replace as necessary. See your Honda PWC dealer.
Remove the bilge drain plugs to drain the Page Off-Throttle Steering System 1. Insert the lock
clip in the engine stop switch to turn on the display. Switch the multi-function meter 1 to the
tachometer mode by pushing the MODE button 2. Perform the flushing procedure page With the
handlebar turned, check that the left and right segments 3 alternate rapid flashing as illustrated,
and the engine is reving up. Page 30 days see Battery Charging, page Before you remove the
battery for the first time, be sure to read all the information that follows. After removing the
battery, be sure to read the information on the battery label. Release the rings and remove the
rubber 1 negative â€” terminal lead black bands 3. Pull the battery 4 out of the battery tray. Page
Be sure to read the information that came Slow charge the battery see following with your
battery charger and follow the section once every 30 days. Improper charging may damage the
battery. Page However, do not intentionally leave the charger connected longer than the time
period recommended in the charger's instructions. Avoid using an automotive-type battery
charger. An automotive charger can overheat a PWC battery and cause permanent damage.
Rinse the engine and the engine compartment with fresh water. Dry with clean rags and spray a
water-displacement corrosion-proof lubricant without Teflon or molybdenum additives, such as
CRC or equivalent on the engine. Page Defergent residue can corrode alloy container. Leaving
water on the surface to air PWC dealer. As you dry, inspect for chips and scratches. Page
Storing Your Honda 4. Page Storing Your Honda 5. To prevent rusting in the cylinders, perform
6. Page Storing Your Honda 8. Rinse the outside of the engine. Dry with a After the engine
compartment is dry, soft clean cloth and spray with a water- reinstall the seat page Keep your
PWC as level as possible and without Teflon or molybdenum additives, cover your it with a
porous material. Starting the engine without ventilating the engine compartment 1. Uncover and
clean your PWC. If your PWC has been stored for more than you or others could be seriously
four months â€” Page Storing Your Honda 7. Perform the engine flushing procedure page
Check all hoses for cracking, and looseness. Check that the trailer meets all local regulations.
Before transporting your PWC, make sure all compartments, covers, and the seat are secure
and the reverse bucket is up. If you pump gasoline at a but you must do your part to protect
nature. Gasoline in the When you show respect for the waterways, water can poison wildlife and
people. It's illegal and thoughtless to put used engine oil in the trash, down a drain, or on the
ground. Used oil, gasoline, coolant, and cleaning solvents contain poisons that can hurt refuse
workers and contaminate our drinking water, lakes, rivers, and oceans. Page Tips If you can't
correct the problem, see your Honda PWC dealer. While some checks and procedures can be
performed on the water, most require returning to land. If connectors and ignition coils the
engine still won't start, see your Honda PWC dealer. If water is not flowing, shut off the engine.
Refer to If Your Engine Overheats, page Page If Your Engine Overheats 3, rpm. Monitor the
engine cooling seconds. If the engine still overheats, shut off the engine. If there is a leak â€” do
not the engine as soon as it's safe to do so. Pull the main fuse out. To access the main fuse 1 ,
remove the If it is blown 3 , install the spare main seat page , rear cover page , and fuse 4. To
check or replace a circuit fuse, pull the old fuse out of its retaining clips. Look for a burned wire
inside the fuse. If the fuse is blown 3 , replace it with a spare fuse 5 of the same rating or lower.
Page If the replacement fuse of the same rating burns out in a short time, there is probably a
serious electrical problem on your PWC. Taking Care of the Unexpected If you decide it is
possible to ride safely, carefully inspect your PWC for damage and determine if it is safe to ride.
Make sure the engine is off. Make sure the area is clear of people and water from the engine
compartment, then passenger, then grab the intake grate 2 take your PWC to your Honda PWC
with both hands and pull the PWC over dealer. Disconnect the injector connectors. Open the
throttle fully. If a Honda PWC dealer is not available: 1. Change the engine oil and filter page
After shutting the engine off, remove your 7. Do not charge the battery while it is installed in the
PWC. If you can't charge the battery or it appears unable to hold a charge, contact your Honda
PWC dealer. Page Vehicle Identification The hull identification number HIN 2 is The engine
number 3 is stamped on the top located on the hull at the right side of the of the oil tank. The
color code is helpful when ordering replacement parts. You may record the color and code in
the Quick Reference section at the rear of this manual. Page Specifications Specifications
Dimensions overall length Page Specifications Propulsion System jet pump type Axial flow,
single stage minimum level for 3 feet 90 cm jet pump operation impeller 3-blade stainless steel
Hull hull material fiberglass reinforced plastic Electrical battery 12 V AH generator 0. Page
Emission Control Systems The following instructions and procedures must be followed in order
to keep the emissions from your Honda engine within the emission standards. Technical
Information Page Carbon monoxide does not react in the same way, but it is toxic. Honda Motor

Co. Page If you are aware of any of the following going into the engine. It then controls how
symptoms, have the vehicle inspected and much fuel to inject under all operating repaired by
your authorized Honda PWC conditions. Ignition Timing Control System Page Technical
Information Page Consumer Information Warranty Service Page Authorized Manuals Service
Manual. Also available, but not necessary, to service your PWC is the Honda Common Service
Manual which explains theory of operation and basic service information for various systems
on this PWC. Page By completing this form you can order the materials desired. You can pay by
check or money order, or charge to your credit card. Mail to Helm, Inc. Publication item No. Item
Description Qty. Page Authorized Manuals NOTE: Dealers and Companies please provide dealer
or company name, and also the name of the person to whose attention the shipment should be
sent. Be sure to keep your Honda owner's card with your Warranties Booklet. Page Warranty
Service Additionally, your to talk to the service manager of your Honda warranty does not apply
to the normal wear PWC dealer. We will likely ask your Honda PWC dealer to respond, or
possibly acknowledge your If you wish to comment on your experiences comments directly.
The same quality
cts 2005 cadillac
tcs light on honda accord 2001
haier furnace thermostat wiring
that went into your Honda can be found in Genuine Honda replacement parts. You'll also find
comparable quality in the accessories and products available from the parts department.
Consumer Information Page Consumer Information Start Button. Page Safe Riding Precautions
Page Air Filter Page If Your Engine Overheats Page Index cooling water bypass outlet Page
Index locations, component, instuments and controls Page Index riding, manuals Page Index
throttle lever You'll also find space to The engine of your Honda can be the most record
important notes. Proper maintenance, especially the use of the recommended fluids and filters,
prevents premature wear and damage. Page Quick Reference Registration No. Hull Identification
No. Engine Identification No. Quick Reference This manual is also suitable for: Aquatrax r arxt2
arxn2 aquatrax rx aquatrax r Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

